Abstract-Sensor networks are established of many inexpensive sensors with limited energy and computational resources and memory. Each node can sense special information, such as the temperature, humidity, pressure and so on and then send them to the central station. One of the major challenges in these networks, is limit energy consumption and one of the ways for reducing energy consumption in wireless sensor networks, is reducing the number of packets that are transmitted in the network. Data Aggregation technique that combines related data together and prevents sending additional packets on the network can be effective in reducing the number of packets sent over the network. In this paper a Data Aggregation method based on learning automata is presented and with identifying sensors that are in the similar area, and produce the same data and enable the sensor nodes periodically avoid sending additional packets on the network, and significantly saves energy and increases the lifetime of the network. Simulation results show the optimal performance of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sensor networks are composed of several low-cost micro devices with limited power, computation and memory resources. Each node has the ability to sense a specific phenomenon, such as temperature, humidity, pressure, etc. and send its readings for its neighbors. In other words, two most important abilities of a sensor node are sensing and communicating with other nodes. In some cases, these nodes may be connected to each other via a wired network, but most of the time, a sensor network is completely wireless. In these networks, nodes commonly have few or no movements at all. Sensor nodes are very prone to failure due to their limited resources and abilities. One major reason for this failure is exhausting energy resources and for this reason energy is a vital factor in sensor networks. Usually a central node called sink is the destination of all packets in a sensor network. In some applications, all nodes have the ability to communicate directly with the sink, but this leads to a limited network dimensionality as well as consuming more energy power due to wider range of communication. Therefore, in most scenarios, nodes communicate with the sink through their neighbors; hence they need to know which neighbor can forward their packets to the sink better.
Until now, many routing algorithms have been reported for sensor networks. Ilyas and Mahgoub in [1] give a survey on some of these algorithms such as MCFA, LEACH, PEGASIS, TEEN, GAF and SPIN. Some other methods such as EAR, Rumor, CADR and ACQUIRE are surveyed in [2] by Akkaya and Younis.
In a number of these algorithms, each node may have more than one alternative path to the sink, one of which is selected according to a certain criterion. Different criteria such as distance to the sink, traffic load and consumed energy along the path, can be used for selecting a specific path. As energy is a vital resource, consumed energy along a path would be a good criterion for this purpose. It can be used in two different ways. One way is to compute energy consumption for each path separately, and then choose the path with the least energy consumption [3] .
One problem with such a method is that, it needs a way of computing energy consumption along each path. Another way for forwarding data packets is to make use of data aggregation technique. In data aggregation technique, packets with related information are combined together in intermediate nodes to form a single packet before further forwarding to the sink. Using this method, one can select a path along which more related packets can be found to be aggregated with its packet. This way, number of packets transmitted throughout the network will be reduced; hence less energy would be consumed. So, in this method, a path with highest data aggregation ratio is used. In this paper a data aggregation method based on learning automata is presented that with detecting sensors that produce the similar data and enabling the sensor nodes periodically avoid sending additional packets on the network, and greatly saves energy and increases the lifetime of the network. The rest of the paper is organized in this way: Section two presents a summary of the related works. The learning automata strategy as a main learning algorithm strategy is briefly described in Section 3. The proposed algorithm is presented in section 4 and results are shown in section 5. The final section of the paper is conclusion.
II. RELATED WORKS
Some of the methods reported recently for data aggregation in sensor networks such as [4] , [5] and [6] , are query based methods. In these methods a query is generated at the sink and then is broadcasted through the network. Each node, upon receiving this query, processes it partially, and then passes it on to its neighbors. After the query is processed completely, its result will be sent back to the sink. In this scenario, some nodes just process the query, and some others, propagate it, receive partial results, aggregate the results, and send them back to the sink. In some other works, such as [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] and [12] , the network is first clustered, and then cluster heads are used for aggregating data packets in each cluster separately. Lotfinezhad, and Liang in [13] try to investigate the effect of partially correlated data on the performance of the clustering methods for data aggregation. They have shown that partially correlated data has a strong effect on the clustering performance, meaning that the lower is the data correlation; the lower is the clustering performance. They have also shown that the amount of energy consumed in a single node is strongly related to its position in the network; a node far from the sink may consume more energy than other nodes. They have also shown that the network lifetime is inversely proportional to total consumed energy.
Some other methods are also reported for data aggregation in sensor networks. Guestrin et. al. in [14] try to approximate the data generated in a single node for a specific period of time with a third order equation, and send the coefficients of this equation to the sink instead of data itself. Dasgupta et. al. in [15] assume that each node in the network has the ability to aggregate data.
Based on this assumption, they present a method for maximizing network lifetime. They define the network lifetime as the time elapsed before the first node dies due to energy exhaustion. this method tries to find an aggregation tree rooted at the sink spanning all the sensors and maximizes the lifetime of the network. For this purpose, they first find all possible aggregation trees and then, make use of a heuristic approach to find the one which can maximize the lifetime of the network.
Beaver, and Sharaf in [16] propose an algorithm which tries to find paths along which, sensors belonging to the same group (i.e. sensing the same phenomenon) reside. In this algorithm, sink will initiate a "path construction" packet through the network. Each node, upon receiving this packet for the first time, set its parent to the sender of the packet, and then forwards the packet to its neighbors. If a node receives "path construction" again, it checks whether sender of the packet belongs to the same group as itself or not. If so, this node, changes its parent to this new sender of "path construction". This way, each path to the sink will consist of mostly the nodes belonging to the same group and hence aggregation ratio along the path will be increased. This method performs well in situations where nodes do not change their groups during the lifetime of the network.
Very few efforts in data aggregation make use of learning. Radivojak et al. in [17] uses machine learning technique to force sensor nodes to send only specific data required by the sink. Learning algorithm used in this method is executed in the sink and its results is propagated throughout the network. Beyens et al. in [18] uses a Q-learner in each node forcing the node to send its data via a path along which aggregation ratio is maximum.
In [19] a method for data aggregation using learning automata is presented. In this work data that are sent from the environmental nodes to the intermediate nodes, in the case of similarity of data with each other are aggregated to decrease the volume of data sent of the elementary nodes and the energy consumption of these nodes. The diagnosis of nodes that generate the same data is done by intelligent learning automata method.
III. CELLULAR LEARNING AUTOMATA
In this section we briefly review cellular automata, learning automata, cellular learning automata and then introduce irregular cellular learning automata [20] .
Cellular Automata: Cellular automata are mathematical models for systems consisting of large number of simple identical components with local interactions. CA is a nonlinear dynamical system in which space and time are discrete. The simple components act together to produce complicated patterns of behavior. The cells update their states synchronously on discrete steps according to a local rule. The new state of each cell depends on the previous states of a set of cells, including the cell itself, and constitutes its neighborhood.
Learning Automata: Learning Automata are adaptive decision-making devices that operate on unknown random environments. A learning Automaton has a finite set of actions to choose from and at each stage, its choice (action) depends upon its action probability vector. For each action chosen by the automaton, the environment gives a reinforcement signal with fixed unknown probability distribution. The automaton then updates its action probability vector depending upon the reinforcement signal at that stage, and evolves to some final desired behavior.
A class of learning automata is called variable structure learning automata and are represented by 
for favorable responses, and
For unfavorable ones. In these equations, a and b are reward and penalty parameters respectively.
IV. DATA AGGREGATION IN SENSOR NETWORKS USING LEARNING AUTOMATA
In data aggregation methods that have been proposed in the literatures so far, information is gathered from all nodes. And Integration and compression data is done at intermediate nodes, or cluster nodes. However, in many applications due to reasons such as environmental similarity nodes that are located near each other may produce the same data. In this case instead of sending the data from all nodes to an intermediate node, and aggregating them, we can identify the nodes which produced similar data and keep one of them active and inactive the rest, to prevent from sending the redundant data. As well in this case, due to the temporary inactivation of some nodes and also due to the reduction of the information packets are transmitted, there is a significant saving in energy consumption in network and throughout the lifetime of the sensor network increase. For example, in a sensor network that is able to measure the temperature of various parts of an environment, the environment that be affected by same air masses, always have the similar temperature. (Due to the closeness and similar geographical conditions) In these areas, it is not necessary that several sensors simultaneously collect the information. It is better that the nodes of the same area set in a passive status and active consecutively in turn, to increase the system's life time. In sequel we identify the same areas sensors with the Learning Automata and make them as members of the coalition, and a sensor is selected as representative of the coalition to send information of this region. In the same work has been done at this field for example in [19] , the data that are sent from the environmental nodes to intermediate nodes, In the case of similarity of data are with each integrated to reduce the volume of data sent to the base nodes and energy consumption of the nodes diminish. However, the energy consumption of end nodes (leaves) is not optimal. Here this problem is addressed.
A. Statement of the Problem and Assumptions
Consider a network consisting of several sensor nodes. Sensors locations are Fixed and pre-determined. Each sensor collects information from its surrounding environment. If we assume that each sensor is producing an information packet per each unit of time. All information for each node should be collected in every turn and must be sent to the base station for processing. Sensor nodes have a Communication range and a sensing board. All sensors which are in communication range of a node and the sensor node can communicate directly with them, are its neighbors. In addition, each sensor has a battery with a limited and irreplaceable amount of battery power. Whenever a sensor sends or receives a data packet it consumes some of its energy and with the discharge of battery, sensor will ruined. We do not assume any supposition about We used the similarity of different sensors and communication and sensor range being equal.
We assume that the sensor environment has been divided into the regions that data produced in each region are similar. Therefore, the sensors in each region collect and send similar data. In addition, these zones are not necessarily fixed and can be in motion in the environment like a cloud or air mass, consider Figure 2 . In this figure, the sensing area is divided into zones A to E. With the assumption that the data collected from the environment, is the temperature of different parts of the environment, the temperature in different parts of the region A is similar and for example, equal to a temperature of 20 degrees and 25 degrees in region B, and so on. In this case, the sensors A1 to A6 that are in the A send the same data to the center. Sensors that are placed in a region and produce the same data are considered a coalition member. Moreover, we assume that the environment is already unknown and sensors are randomly distributed in the environment and the location of the sensor is unknown and even zones are mobile. So first, sensors regions and members of the same coalition are unknown and unidentified.
It is assumed that the data generated by the nodes located in any region may not be equal completely always. But sometimes data that are produced in some parts of the region is different from the data produced in the entire region due to the presence of noise. For example, consider a cloud or air mass that the whole covered area has a specific temperatures. But sometimes in some parts of it temperature is temporarily different from other places for the reasons such as wind, sunlight and etc. Or consider a sensor network that its duty is to sense the amount of light in the seashore and obviously in this case some of the areas there are in this environment produce same data (light). Now consider a pharos in this context that has rotation. In this case the light of pharos is a noise that changes the amount of light received by some of the nodes located in a region in a short period of time. Therefore, by comparison of nodes data in a stage the nodes in the same area can not be identified decisively.
The purpose of this issue is to identify sensors in the same sensor region or in fact the members of a coalition and to provide a method that it is not necessary for all sensors contained in every region, to collect and send information contemporaneously. But each time one of the members as representative of the coalition is selected and the collects data of the region and the rest members of the coalition are non-active temporarily, toward the network energy consumption saving.
To recognize similar regions we use the same generated data of neighbor nodes. So if two neighbor nodes produce the same data multiple times, they are set in a same region and can be members of a coalition. But if they produce different data, they are not in a sensor region. Our technique to solve this problem and identification the nodes that are members of a coalition is an intelligent learning method, namely learning automata. In the figure 1 this method is presented in detail. Proposed algorithm consists of two phases, in the first phase each node detects its appropriate neighbors using learning automata and the coalition of sensors are specified. The Coalition consists of sensors that are set in the same region. In the second phase, the members of each coalition can create a schedule and based on the schedules the members of the coalition sense the environment consecutively. So that at any time only one member of the coalition is active as a representative and the other are inactive (passive?).
Phase I:
The first phase consists of two steps: in the first stage each node identifies appropriate neighbors for the formation of the coalition using Learning Automata (LA), (i.e. form a sub coalition or alliance). In the second stage, with the release of the list of neighbors for the formation of coalitions by any node (sub coalitions or alliances), Full coalitions are formed.
In order to identify the appropriate neighbors per each node, we consider for each of its neighbors a learning automaton with two functions: one that corresponding neighbor node is suitable for the Coalition, and the other that corresponding neighbor node is not the appropriate node to Coalition formation. In the beginning both automata have equal probability.
At this stage any sensor node, broadcast the data sensed of the environment, to all neighbors. Then in each node, each learning automata, receives a reward or penalty based on the similarity of data received from the node corresponding to automata with the data of the node.
Equations (1) and (2)  is equal to one, the chosen action receives penalty using the equation (1) . And if it is equal to zero it is rewarded according to the relationship (2).
Such that () i rec
Dn is the data received from the i th neighbor in n th turn and () sens Dn is the data sensed by this node in th n the turn And thresh is the threshold value.
This stage is done in several rounds (Max Iteration). At the end of this stage each node has identified those neighbors that are suitable for coalition formation. So if at the end of this stage the selected action of a learning automata is similarity by this node, the corresponding neighbor node is a appropriate node for the formation of a coalition with this node and otherwise, that node, will not be suitable node for the formation of the coalition. In the second stage of this phase, every node send the list of appropriate neighbors for the formation a coalition that is obtained in the previous step to its neighbors and each node that received coalition node list merges it with the list of its coalition appropriate nodes and sends the new list to all the coalition neighbors. This process is done in several rounds and at last each node has the full list of its coalition nodes.
Phase II:
The second phase is the phase of the stability mode in the sensor network, in this phase the nodes must collect environmental data and send them to sync node. But it's not necessary that all nodes be active, however because the environment includes several regions and in each region the same data is produced that, in every region being one node active for gathering and sending the data.
For this purpose, in the present phase the coalition that was formed in the first phase is used. Each coalition creates a schedule to the members of the Coalition become activated and send the data according the schedule.
For preventing disturbs in sending data and time of activation of the nodes each node sorts the list of the members of its coalition, according to the number of nodes and the members of the Coalition activate on the basis of this sorted list. Each node that activated will be active for a certain time and in this time send data to sync node at predetermined intervals.
Furthermore if the active node's energy lessens from the certain lower bound it sends a message to its next node and requests that node's activation
Since it is assumed that the regions are movable, but sensor nodes are not, a sensor region can be changed in for a period of time. Therefore, we run the algorithm again in certain intervals, to coalitions is formed and coalition nodes identify each other.
In order to illustration the algorithm deliberates the following example: Consider Figure 2 . As you can see, nodes E, D, C, and B are neighbors of node A. Suppose that we run the algorithm to coalition is formed and each node, knows its own coalition's node. In the first phase of the algorithm, each node identified a sub coalition of its neighbors to form a complete coalition by using Learning Automata. According to the figure, the coalitions formed in this phase for nodes E, C, B and A are calculated as follows:
Co A H  Now, to complete the formation of the coalition each node sends its sub coalition to the neighbor nodes that are members of its sub coalition. Node A sends sub coalitions to nodes C, E. Nodes L, E receives neighbor's sub coalitions and sends to A. Thus all nodes of Coalition including A has the full list of members. Then each of the members of the Coalition, sorts the list of members according to the number of nodes and based on the sorted list activating turn of each nod specifies. Thus the order of sending nodes in coalition including node A, from right to left arranged as L, E, C, G, A, F.
V. SIMULATION
In this section, efficiency of the proposed algorithm is evaluated using various tests. In order to perform experiments network simulation software J-Sim is used.
In these experiments, the results of the performance of the proposed algorithm compared with three different methods: 1) use of GPSR (Geographical Routing Protocol) multistep [21] and without the use of data aggregation. 2) Method proposed in [22] that uses QLearning for data aggregation. 3) Method that is presented in [19] which uses Learning Automata.
Conditions that for comparing the performance of the algorithm have been considered are: 1) The total number of packets received by the sync node. 2) The total energy consumed by the nodes.
3) The lifetime of the network. In these experiments, a 60* 60 m 2 sensing environment is considered and assumed that n sensors are distributed in the environment randomly and sensor radio range is considered15 m.
In experimental the size of data packet in the packet is 526 bytes and the size of the control packets is 8 bytes, and values of parameters a and b equals to 0.2. Moreover, the environment contains some regions. We assume that the environment initially is divided into 9 regions 20 *20 m 2 . That data produced in each region are similar. It is assumed that the regions are not static and are movable. Thus, the environment shape is changing. For the simulation of this fact we change the shape of environmental regions in 250 minutes intervals. In addition, due to dynamic nature of the environment the coalition formation algorithm should execute perform in Specific time intervals. We considered 130 min algorithm execution intervals.
In the first and second experiments the entire simulation time is 1,000 and in the third experiment simulation continues until the first node loss. Nodes send their data each 10 minutes to sync node. In order to simulation of noise in the environment, with a probability of 5% the data generated by any node differs from normal data that produced in the region. Experiments Accomplished for the sensor node number of n equals to 30, 50, 70, 100, 150 and each experiment was repeated 10 times for each number of sensors and the results are the average results of 10 runs and also MaxIteration is equal to 20.
A. First Experiment
In the first experiment the number of packets that are received by the sync node in different methods are compared. Figure 3 shows the results of evaluations. As you can see, the performance of the proposed method is significantly better than other aggregation methods and it send fewer packets to sync node. This means that the made traffic and the packet that nodes transfer in this way is less 
B. Second Experiment
In the second experiment, the total energy consumed by the nodes in the simulation time, is compared. The results are shown in figure 4 . With regard to figure, the amount of consumed energy in the network in the proposed method is lower than other methods because of the inactivity of most of the network nodes at any time. 
C. The Third Test
In the third experiment, the network lifetime in different aggregation methods is Scrutinized and the proposed method is compared to the method GPSR that in [21] suggested that does not use aggregation and techniques presented in [22] and [19] that use O-learning and Learning Automata for aggregation. Evaluation results are shown in Figure 5 , which shows very good performance of the proposed method in comparison with other aggregation methods. Figure 6 compares the ratio of energy consumption in the integration algorithms to the entire energy consumption in the network's lifetime. This ratio in the proposed algorithm is significantly higher than two compared aggregation algorithm. Of course this happens because that in the stable mode most of nodes are inactive and this phase takes a little energy but in the learning phase, all nodes are active and consumes energy. However because the learning phase in front of stable phase mode is shorter, the lifetime of network increases and a higher energy consumption in the learning phase, compared to other methods of aggregation is acceptable, as Figure 5 is shown. In this paper, a new method based on learning automata for data aggregation in wireless sensor networks was introduced. This method by disabling unnecessary nodes in the network saves a lot of the network consumed energy, and increases the network's lifetime. In this method, some quality of service parameters in sensor networks, such as energy consumption, network lifetime and the number of active nodes are considered and improved. Experiments show that the proposed method has good performance.
